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ad engagement with video content
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By SARAH JONES

U.S. fashion brand Diane von Furstenberg is communicating before commerce with a
video-enhanced advertisement on the tablet-optimized Web site of New York magazine’s
The Cut.

DVF’s ad on a tablet gives consumers the option to swipe to watch a video without leaving
the Web site, whereas the smartphone version only allows for a click-through directly to
ecommerce. Designing ads for how consumers use different devices is a tactic that
makes sense.

"The type of content and services being accessed by smartphone and tablet users are very
different - with smartphones as on-the-go devices primarily used for communication and
convenience while tablets for consuming media, content and browsing," said Melody
Adhami, president and chief operating officer of Plastic Mobile, Toronto.

"Given device behaviors and the video length of 30 seconds, it makes sense that DVF
choose to incorporate the ad on tablet and a more actionable banner on smartphone," she
said.
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Ms. Adhami is not affiliated with DVF but agreed to comment as an industry expert.

DVF did not respond by press deadline.

Photo ready
DVF’s ads ran on the homepage of both The Cut’s smartphone- and tablet-optimized sites.

On a tablet, the ad leads with a call-to-action to swipe to view the fall 2014 collection.
Arrows next to an image of model Daria Werbowy show consumers how to interact with
the ad.

DVF ad on The Cut as viewed on a tablet

Once the consumer swipes, a video begins to play automatically.

At the beginning of the 30-second film, the same model pictured in the ad appears leaving
a building, where a gang of paparazzi are waiting for her, snapping photos with flash. She
ducks into a space with a mirror and reapplies lipstick.
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Video still

Next the model is seen in numerous different outfits, indicating a lapse of time. Each time
she emerges from a doorway, she is still followed by photographers.

Once the video is over, the consumer is sent back to The Cut’s homepage. The banner ad
appears the same. If the screen is rotated to a landscape position the ad moves to the side,
showing a larger image of the model.

The click-through on the ad, which is unprompted by the copy included, takes consumers
to the brand’s ecommerce edit of rose-printed attire. This bolsters DVF’s email and social
media campaigns for the same collection.
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Landing page

DVF’s ad on the phone-optimized The Cut is slightly different. It shows the image of the
model centered, with a call-to-action to “shop the fall 2014 collection.”
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DVF ad on The Cut as viewed on a phone

When clicked, this takes consumers directly to the same rose-themed ecommerce page.

"The fact of the matter is, brick and mortar still blows both out of the water," Ms. Adhami
said. "Affluent customers are ultimately looking for an interactive, quality experience
from the brands they shop with.

"So when it comes to a smartphones vs. tablet experience, tablet often wins because
brands have been able to best mimic this user journey," she said. "DVF has accomplished
this with the banner, video and ecommerce landing page."

Device-specific
Other brands have recognized the need to adjust ads depending on what device the
consumer is using.

For example, jeweler T iffany & Co. aimed for last-minute Mother’s Day purchases through
mobile with an advertisement on New York magazine’s The Cut.

The brand ran two different versions of the ad for phone and tablet, adjusting for screen
size. Even though the phone version of the ad did not mention Mother’s Day explicitly,
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consumers may have gotten the implied message and clicked through from brand
recognition (see story).

DVF shortened a social video for its mobile ad, raising the likelihood that the entire clip
would be viewed. This is a tactic employed by other mobile ads.

For instance, beauty marketer Estée Lauder relied on both audio and visual touch points to
promote its women’s fragrance Modern Muse on Pandora’s mobile application.

The layered effort used an abbreviated version of Estée Lauder’s video campaign for
Modern Muse as well as a pop-up mobile ad that appears over the featured artist’s  artwork.
By using a dual approach Estée Lauder was more likely to catch the listener’s attention,
which is likely not concentrated on the screen (see story).

Using video on mobile requires a different approach than for other devices.

"Don’t simply repurpose traditional television or desktop ads - there’s a real opportunity
for brands to leverage the unique, native characteristics of mobile devices to create
compelling and engaging experiences," Ms. Adhami said.

"So make sure you’re looking at each device, user behaviours, consumption habits, peak
times, click-through rates and length recommendations," she said.

Final Take
Sarah Jones, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York
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